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1
CHAPTER 2

2Cities, Climate and Cooling

3Chris Butters and Ali Cheshmehzangi

CITIES AND CLIMATE

4For the first time in history, since 2007 over half the world’s populations live
5in cities (Laski and Schellekens 2007); clustered together in communities,
6neighbourhoods, districts and cities that may consume as much as 75 % of
7global energy (Asif et al. 2007; Lehmann 2015), although occupying only
83 % of the global land surface (UNEP 2012). Buildings alone account for
940–50 % of the world’s energy consumption. Developing countries have
10lower climate emissions per capita due to generally lower energy use, but
11they are set to overtake developed nations, as urban population increase will
12predominantly be in developing countries (Jiang and Tovey 2009). This
13book addresses cities, where the main energy need for indoor comfort is
14cooling. There are other contexts where much of our discussion is relevant.
15In many climates, there is some need for winter heating even if the require-
16ment for most of the year is for cooling. Many inland continental cities, for
17example in central Europe and the US Midwest, have both extreme heating
18and extreme cooling seasons. Yet sustainable city planning and building
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19 applies similar principles in all climates, if with opposite solutions—for
20 example keeping heat out as opposed to keeping it in, or maximising
21 cooling breezes as opposed to avoiding the chilly effect of cold winds.
22 There will always be local or regional particularities: local weather con-
23 straints, such as, smog, rain or inversions; local opportunities, such as,
24 prevailing breezes, water bodies and local renewable sources of energy.
25 There is a fundamental difference between hot-dry and hot-humid cli-
26 matic conditions. Most Asian cities have hot-humid climates, whereas the
27 Middle East and many African regions have a dry climate. In general, the
28 hot-dry context is easier to address. In hot-dry climates, where there are
29 often cooler nights, massive buildings help to maintain lower temperatures
30 and this can be aided by evaporative cooling and other traditional measures;
31 there are few such options in hot-humid climates. But in both hot-dry and
32 hot-humid climates the two key principles for keeping cool are the same:
33 solar protection and maximising air movement. These two apply both to the
34 design of individual buildings and to the layout and design of streets and
35 outdoor spaces. Whilst using these natural or ‘passive’ strategies can con-
36 siderably reduce city temperatures, in the tropics they are often not suffi-
37 cient alone and added ‘active’ cooling technologies are needed.
38 The main sources of energy use, and hence, of both heat and greenhouse
39 gas emissions in cities are buildings and vehicles. We touch on transports
40 only insofar as urban layout influences transport requirements. Energy for
41 buildings—and for urban infrastructures—includes both the energy needed
42 to operate them with cooling, lighting and so on and, importantly, the
43 energy used to produce them. This embodied energy forms a very signifi-
44 cant part of the overall picture; increasingly so as operational energy
45 becomes ever more efficient. We return to this below. Space cooling in
46 hot climates represents the largest energy need in buildings, often over half
47 the total.
48 Energy needs are influenced by many physical factors including city
49 density, layout, green space, building design and technology. Three main
50 approaches to reducing them are: improved design, such as, passive cooling
51 and low embodied energy materials; improving technological efficiency, such
52 as, for lighting or air conditioners; and addressing energy behaviour. All
53 three can be partly solved at urban rather than individual scale. Urban layout
54 and building design can improve local microclimates, reducing ambient
55 temperatures and hence cooling needs. District energy systems for cooling
56 are technically much more efficient than individual ones. Planning and
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57transport solutions as well as city management can promote energy saving
58and reduce travel, again reducing unwanted city heat.
59Cooling in hot climates was traditionally achieved by vernacular solu-
60tions, which often demonstrate extremely intelligent ‘design with nature’,
61both for buildings and for town location and layout. Today, the universal
62trend is to mechanical air conditioning (AC); mostly with individual AC
63units in each building. Each unit ejects waste heat into the environment,
64thus just heating up its neighbours and increasing the energy load and urban
65heat island effect even more. Apart from its cost, AC can have drawbacks
66including noise, health risks, and the fact that it requires high quality
67(exergy) electrical energy. Improving the efficiency of AC is, thus, only a
68part solution, and helps little if, as in many cases, the volume of AC is
69increasing so rapidly that it outstrips the efficiency gains.
70Good urban planning and building design provide free, passive cooling
71and reduce or even eliminate the need for added mechanical cooling.
72Passive solutions, discussed more in our examples, are the top priority.
73There are many reasons for this: first, to minimise the energy needed;
74second, they tend to be cheaper than energy supply; third, because passive
75solutions are robust since they are ‘the building itself’; whereas all technol-
76ogy, renewable or not, is susceptible to lower than expected performance,
77incorrect use, and breakdowns. An energy efficient window is usually more
78cost-effective and lasts longer than a solar panel; the shading and cooling
79effect of trees is cheaper and longer lasting than cooling supplied by an
80AC unit.
81Whereas technical efficiency is important, it does not solve the key issue
82of the urban heat island (UHI). Essentially, what is needed is to remove the
83sources of heat from the city environment. The key is to address cooling not
84at individual building level but at an urban scale instead. District energy
85systems, which are not yet widespread, are discussed in Chap. 11; district
86cooling is almost the only solution to UHI in hot-climate cities.
87The role of green spaces and vegetation in moderating the urban micro-
88climate is important too. They have been shown to considerably lower city
89temperatures, in addition to other environmental benefits, such as filtering
90air pollution and reducing noise. This field has been widely studied; several
91of our chapters provide examples of research in the Asian context. Location,
92layout and design of a city’s green infrastructures can reduce temperatures,
93as well as providing outdoor wellbeing, biodiversity, leisure and social
94spaces.
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95 WHAT KIND OF CITY?

96 A worldwide tradition of living in low-rise housing is giving way to life in
97 urban apartments. This brings huge socio-cultural changes. Our paradigms
98 of urban form include European city typologies, modernist zoning, dense
99 high-rise, garden cities and suburban sprawl; with widely differing economic
100 and social, as well as, ecological characteristics. Whilst many argue for
101 ‘human scale’, others praise the dynamic qualities of megacities, although
102 few would deny that their scale and complexity imply strenuous adminis-
103 tration and governance, including for infrastructures, transport, energy and
104 other services. The popular ‘compact city’ paradigm offers advantages
105 especially in terms of urban transport efficiency, but also a ‘compact’ con-
106 centration of negatives: high land prices, congestion, air pollution and noise.
107 Principles for sustainable building and cities are well known, but are
108 seldom applied in a rush for development; coupled with a rather uncritical
109 trend towards high-rise, or outdated zoning models from the modernist era.
110 In addition comes the free rein given to private cars, with their impacts on
111 the environmental as well as social characteristics of cities. High-rise devel-
112 opments are a common model, especially in the emerging economies; not
113 only for business districts but also for residential areas. By contrast,
114 European cities, such as London or Berlin, have pockets of high-rise but
115 consist largely of low-rise, medium density urban fabric. At the other
116 extreme lies the very low density ‘sprawl’, widespread not only in North
117 America. It is notable, however, that high population densities can be
118 achieved in quite low-rise cities, such as those in Europe (LSE/Eifer
119 2014). We have discussed elsewhere how dense high-rise entails far higher
120 embodied energy, debatable economies of scale and few energy efficiency
121 advantages, in addition to the many positive social qualities of low-dense
122 type towns (Cheshmehzangi and Butters 2016). Many people believe that
123 high-rise is a necessity in order to house growing populations, but this is not
124 the case.
125 Rapid growth combined with a lack of resources often leads to poor
126 solutions. The fast pace of development in countries, such as China, can be
127 illustrated by the following: ‘almost 80 % of the residential construction
128 projects in Xiamen Island were built after 1990, whereas only 6.7 % of the
129 construction was built before 1980’ (Ye et al. 2011). Such rapid growth is
130 problematic, often being at the expense of local environments and of living
131 quality. It often implies hasty urban development. The same rapid growth
132 applies to energy use: in Thailand, household energy use is projected to
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133double by 2030, and over 70 % of this is in the urban sector
134(Chirarattananon et al. 2014); in Chinese cities like Ningbo, air condition-
135ing (AC) in households has been increasing by 10 % per year (Ningbo
136Annual Statistics Yearbook 2013).
137Most of the above points have particular relevance for low-income
138contexts, which are prevalent in many developing country cities. Whilst
139energy and climate emission aspects are our focus, here again we must
140‘join the dots’ and think holistically: for example, about economic and social
141arguments for low-rise, including, classic qualities relating to identity, secu-
142rity, human scale and conviviality. Dense high-rise urban environments
143require infrastructures and buildings of a high standard in order to be
144liveable and avoid environmental problems such as pollution, noise and
145UHI. In low-income contexts, which includes much of the planet, con-
146struction quality is frequently poor, which also argues against dense high-
147rise typologies as an appropriate model. For, whereas high quality compact
148cities may provide satisfactory conditions, low cost high-rise can often lead to
149little better than ‘vertical slums’.
150Over half of the world’s population now lives in cities, in overall densities
151above 4000 persons per square kilometre; half of these live in cities of over
152one million inhabitants; and more than half of the largest urban areas are in
153Asia (Demographia 2016). We do not discuss the overall size of cities here,
154but regardless of size, the shaping of all cities has a large influence on energy
155use and climate emissions. In addition, as compared to individual buildings,
156which can more easily be modified or replaced, the overall city layouts and
157infrastructures have a very long lifetime, rendering future energy or emis-
158sion improvements far more difficult. Hence, the added importance of long-
159term planning. City ideals have long been debated; but today’s focus on
160energy and climate adds urgent new dimensions to planning choices. It is
161certainly useful to revisit known city concepts, some of which are advanta-
162geous when seen in the new light of sustainability. What layouts and spatial
163patterns can provide the coolest environments? The widespread paradigm of
164high-rise, compact cities needs to be questioned. We return to this question
165in the concluding section of the book.

166COOLING

167Heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems typically con-
168sume 30–50 % of the energy in domestic and commercial buildings (Gruber
169et al. 2008). In areas of high temperature and humidity, ventilation is one of
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170 the primary cooling tools for improving thermal comfort (Givoni 2011;
171 Dawodu and Cheshmehzangi 2017). High energy consumption, shortages
172 of conventional sources of energy and escalating energy prices have
173 prompted a revaluation of conventional air-conditioning, HVAC, and
174 design practices. There is renewed focus on passive energy design tech-
175 niques to reduce energy consumption and improve thermal comfort and
176 health whilst reducing environmental impacts (Geetha AU2and Velraj 2012; Dili
177 et al. 2011; Dawodu and Cheshmehzangi 2017). This view of passive
178 design stretches beyond buildings and pertains to the entire urban environ-
179 ment from a neighbourhood scale (meso level) to city scale (macro level).
180 Factors of human wellbeing including physiological comfort are partly
181 subjective. It is well recognised that comfort is both individual and culturally
182 variable (Nicol 2004; Kwong et al. 2014). In the tropical regions, temper-
183 atures of around 29–30 �C are widely perceived as quite comfortable.
184 Scientific studies build on this knowledge using tools, such as the predicted
185 mean vote (PMV) methodology. It is also recognised that occupants feel
186 more comfortable in spaces where they can control their indoor tempera-
187 ture, as opposed to automated AC environments. This can also lead to lower
188 energy consumption. But excessive temperature and humidity cause both
189 discomfort and ill health, especially when combined with city air pollution,
190 and in extreme cases mortality, which is foreseen to rise in future given both
191 rising UHI effects and global warming. Access to natural environments and
192 green space is also recognised as important AU3for health (Hahtela and Wolgate
193 2013, Hanski AU4et al. 2012). In addition, comes reduced productivity, a major
194 issue for workplaces including offices and not least in the many thousand
195 factories in the Asian economies.
196 Both space heating and cooling involve small temperature differentials:
197 we need to raise or lower the ambient temperatures by typically only
198 10–30 �C. It is, however, easier to tolerate high temperatures than it is to
199 tolerate cold for any length of time. For thermodynamic reasons, heating is
200 often easier technically than cooling. Available sources of free or nearly free
201 heat in the environment are relatively plentiful; they include solar energy,
202 waste heat from industries and geothermal (underground) heat. In cold
203 climates, the free heat generated by lights, cooking, appliances and human
204 bodies is also a useful source—whereas such indoor heat gains are
205 unwelcome in hot climates. Available natural sources of cold, on the other
206 hand, are far more limited; they can include cooler air available at night, and
207 cool water from rivers, seas or lakes.
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208The physical difference between heat, work and power—thermodynamic
209energy quality—is central in energy planning. Power, that is electricity or
210motive force, is high-quality (high exergy) energy and can be simply
211described as highly concentrated energy; hence, more difficult to achieve.
212The high-quality energy available from fossil fuels in our times has enor-
213mous value. By comparison, the energy of human labour, a large compo-
214nent of both costs and time in developing country construction, is almost
215negligible when compared to most energy inputs. For example, one kilo of
216plastic water pipe contains around 90 MJ of energy, which corresponds to
217roughly 200 hours of human labour. The energy needed to construct a
218small timber house is around 100,000 kWh (Venkatarama Reddy and
219Jagadish 2003). This corresponds to around 500 years of human ‘work’—
220a telling reminder of how incredibly useful energy is to us.
221The city as a built environment is itself a cause of the heat island effect,
222due to its form and the hard surfaces that trap solar radiation. This is where
223vegetation, lakes, green roofs, reflective surfaces and other passive measures
224all provide cooling effects. Cities also greatly hinder the other key means of
225natural cooling, wind, due to the dense layout and barriers to air movement
226formed by the buildings. Ways to address this are discussed in several
227sections of the book. However, the core problem with today’s predominant
228energy solution, mechanical AC, is that in cooling individual spaces it rejects
229waste heat into the city air; thus increasing the overall heat in the city.
230Hence, there are three generic options. The first is that of climate-adapted
231‘design with nature’, both on the level of individual buildings and that of
232urban layouts; in the best case this can eliminate the need for cooling for all
233or most of the year. The second is technological efficiency, reducing the
234amount of energy needed by appliances such as AC to deliver a given
235comfort level. The third option is to remove unwanted heat production
236from the inner city altogether. This solution, district cooling, presented in
237Chap. 11, is at the macro level, the only way to not only stop increases in city
238heat but to reduce it. It can be added that the same applies to the other
239major source of city heat, namely vehicles; to reduce this, one must remove
240the source of the heat from the inner city, either by reducing the volume of
241traffic or by replacing it as far as possible with electric and other non-heat
242producing transport modes.
243Both passive design and natural ventilation are fast developing fields
244today; as is that of district cooling. In short, solutions exist but they are
245not widespread. The urgency of this is well recognised in Asia including
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246 within major organisations such as ASEAN; again, the main challenges are
247 not technical but ones of resources, policy and implementation.

248 ENERGY AND CARBON

249 For readers less familiar with this field, we include brief notes here on energy
250 versus carbon and operational versus embodied energy (OE, EE). In this
251 book we refer generally to energy; the carbon (or climate) impacts of built
252 environment correspond broadly to those of energy since energy supply
253 systems are largely fossil-fuel based. A reduction of the carbon impact with
254 significant decoupling occurs only when our energy supplies become largely
255 renewable.
256 Energy is both a cornerstone of our lives and important due to its costs
257 and impacts. Energy reductions generate cost savings, for people, and
258 greenhouse gas savings, of global benefit. Energy is used in creating build-
259 ings and cities and again in operating them. The carbon angle is important
260 due to climate change; carbon saved now is more ‘valuable’ than carbon
261 saved in 100 years’ time, by which point one assumes the climate issue will
262 have been solved (or else it is too late anyway!). Energy is a permanent
263 challenge, but even more today due to its correlation with the climate
264 question. The energy footprint of buildings and other products should
265 diminish over time as production processes become more efficient and as
266 our energy is more and more from renewable sources. In the context of
267 buildings and city infrastructures a major exception to this is the case of
268 Portland cements, where the chemical process of production (calcination)
269 emits more CO2 than the production energy, and is a large factor in the
270 lifetime footprint of many constructions. This one material is the source of
271 roughly 5 % of global carbon emissions (Worrell et al. 2001). For sustain-
272 able building, we must in addition, consider toxicity to humans or the
273 environment; this includes, substances that may not be important in terms
274 of energy or climate (including SO2, NOx, VOCs, formaldehyde, synthetic
275 mineral fibres, lead, asbestos and the like).
276 Until recently, in colder climates, such as Europe, the energy used to heat
277 buildings was by far the largest item. With recent low energy buildings, heat
278 loss has been reduced to a fraction; electrical appliances, including, lighting
279 are also now far less energy consuming. Since the operational energy is thus
280 greatly reduced, the embodied energy to produce the materials becomes a far
281 larger part of the total. This picture has only emerged over the last
282 15–20 years. The part played by the materials assumes great importance.
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283The fields of OE and EE are well established but complex. Methodolo-
284gies, assumptions and contexts require careful handling. The prevalent
285approach is life cycle analysis (LCA), which also has variants; adopted
286boundaries may be cradle-to-gate, cradle-to-grave or cradle-to-cradle—as
287well as limitations; for example the post-use phase does not account satis-
288factorily for residual energy/carbon (Sassi 2008). The focus of such studies
289also depends on the purpose; the perspective (and goals) of a manufacturer
290is different from that of a product designer, and different again from that of
291a climate scientist.
292For buildings, and to a large extent for other products too, OE is most
293commonly accounted in terms of MJ or kWh, measured per area of build-
294ing, to which one may add per year of lifetime or per whole lifetime. It is
295notable that building lifetime is often assumed to be 50 years, both in legal
296standards and for cost-benefit calculations. This, in our opinion, is too short
297to be called ‘sustainable’. The lifetime assumption obviously has a big
298impact on the result. EE is similarly accounted in terms of MJ per kg of
299building material, eventually aggregated as MJ per unit area of building. For
300carbon, corresponding units are normally kg CO2e per unit area or per kg of
301product. All other greenhouse gases (GHG) being converted to CO2

302equivalents; for example, 1 kg of methane has the same greenhouse effect
303as about 21 kg of CO2. One thus arrives at an overall figure for a building’s
304performance, which can be compared to other buildings, used to set up
305benchmarks or, in the design stage, to evaluate initial concepts and develop
306more favourable options.
307Embodied energy and carbon figures vary widely. For example, alumin-
308ium made using renewable hydropower in Norway requires the same pro-
309duction energy per kg but has a much lower embodied carbon impact than
310aluminium that is produced in China using fossil fuels. If we use a database
311containing figures based on ‘EU average’ for aluminium production, we
312cannot directly compare to a building where the aluminium is produced
313using energy from oil or coal. Similarly, in developing countries, factory
314efficiencies may be much lower than those in, say, Europe. Hence, one must
315often revert to a detailed consideration of the primary energy picture.
316Operational energy is the energy needed to run buildings. OE includes
317space climatisation, cooking, hot water, lighting and other appliances. In
318low-income contexts, it is very important because it requires a cash flow. In
319some developing countries cooking forms the largest home energy demand.
320In the rapidly urbanising low- to middle-income sectors, space cooling
321forms the main growth in energy use. As noted it can to a large extent be
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322 ensured by good building design using passive means, less easily in
323 hot-humid climates, and not in polluted cities where outdoor air is unde-
324 sirable. Being free, passive solutions are a priority.
325 Embodied Energy (or carbon) has received less focus. In low-energy
326 buildings, the EE may constitute over half the total lifetime energy. A
327 building’s life has three main phases: construction, recurrent maintenance
328 or modification, and final demolition. EE is the total energy used over the
329 building lifetime for manufacturing its components, transport, assembly on
330 site, lifetime maintenance and final post-use disposal. Production of the
331 materials normally accounts for the bulk of the EE. Vernacular building
332 uses natural materials like earth, stone, timber and other vegetal products.
333 These have environmental advantages, such as low energy intensity, local
334 availability and biodegradability. With energy and climate in focus, the
335 traditional materials are regaining interest.
336 Means of reducing EE include selecting less energy-intensive materials,
337 using less material, increasing the efficiency of material manufacture and
338 extending building life. In hot-dry climates, heavy materials are often
339 favourable, but lightweight solutions in hot-humid climates. Lightweight
340 means generally less material and lower EE: an inherent carbon advantage.
341 But urban buildings today are increasingly of heavy materials, such as
342 concrete and steel. Looking ahead, the challenge of reducing EE is equally
343 relevant for less developed contexts, since urban construction is following
344 similar energy—and carbon-intensive trends all over the world. One can
345 fairly easily reduce EE by up to 50 % in both hot-dry and tropical climates
346 through use of lower EE materials. For many though not all purposes,
347 revitalisation of traditional low-energy materials, in improved forms, is
348 advisable, including non-cement-based masonry and new plant-based
349 biomaterials.

350 INTEGRATED SOLUTIONS

351 Since mitigation of energy use and climate emissions is only partly about
352 individual buildings but equally about the overall city planning and energy
353 supply systems, there is a great need to link engineering and architecture
354 with landscape design, urban planning and energy planning. Sustainable
355 solutions demand whole thinking and integrated planning processes. To
356 simplify, one may say that the architect is looking at the individual building,
357 the urban planner only at the overall layout and the energy planner only at
358 issues of energy supply. In energy planning, demand side management
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359(DSM) receives increased attention today, but there is still little consider-
360ation as to which of our three levels offers the best solutions, or in what
361combination. Not only the skills but the focus and interests of the actors in
362these fields are often divergent or even conflicting. We refer to the issue of
363integration at several points in the book.
364There are many synergy effects to be achieved by seeing building, urban
365layout and city energy system in conjunction. And we should not confine
366our view to the city limits. As has been illustrated in an Ecocity Master Plan
367developed by GAIA architects for another Asian context, Taiwan, there are
368synergy effects to be realised by integrating a city and its hinterland (Butters
3692013; Bokalders and Block 2007). In regard to city cooling, it is mainly
370environments outside the city itself—air, river or others—that are the
371recipient or heat sink for the large quantities of waste heat that arise when
372producing energy including district cooling to the city. The surrounding
373countryside, our source of food, energy, water, wastes treatment and rec-
374reation—and cool fresh air—must be understood and revitalised as integral
375part of a total eco-social system. This must be the paradigm for sustainable
376human settlements. There is really no such thing as a ‘sustainable city’, a
377term which we argue is in some ways an oxymoron (Butters 2013;
378Cheshmehzangi 2016).
379This is another reason why we have combined design practice, research,
380planning and policy in this book. The specialist approach often leads to
381missed opportunities. The relatively new area of ‘Industrial Ecology’ is an
382example of holistic planning, where industries and other functions are
383co-located and planned so that both the by-products and waste energy
384streams from each part are used as resources in others. As will be shown in
385Chap. 11, some district energy systems in countries like Malaysia are exam-
386ples of this integration.

387SOME UNDERLYING ISSUES

388Sustainable city development demands broad vision; the topic of urban
389cooling ties in with several quite complex and interconnected questions.

390Energy and Poverty

391As noted, it is the low-income groups who risk being especially disadvan-
392taged in the hot megacities. There is some conflict between two equally
393valid policy goals: reductions of energy use and climate emissions on the one
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394 hand, and poverty alleviation on the other. Absolute reductions in energy
395 use or climate emissions cannot be demanded of the poor. The rich can
396 reduce their footprint, by efficiency gains and reduced consumption; but
397 the poor need access to more energy—more cooling as well as more space,
398 lighting, transport, and public services. The greatest growth in energy use
399 and climate emissions is in the low- to middle-income segment of the
400 upwardly mobile urbanising populations. This tendency is worldwide and
401 likely to persist; hence, our topic is of growing relevance in the near future
402 for less developed countries too. Must the new urbanising millions follow a
403 conventional development path, in unhealthy conditions in conventionally
404 designed cities, towards the excessive energy and resource use of the rich?
405 Can we reduce this coming growth in energy use? Our energy/climate goal
406 must be largely preventative; not absolute reductions, but avoided future
407 impacts of these cities.

408 Context, Technology and Behaviour

409 Second, energy including space cooling is relative to socio-economic fac-
410 tors. Whilst the rich in all countries tend to have similar energy amenities,
411 low-income groups may still have no energy amenities at all. Hence, our
412 focus will depend on the particular city context, both climatic, socio-
413 economic and cultural. In terms of needs and equity, the poor are most
414 important. Priorities for energy policy, planning and buildings depend on
415 specific socio-economic conditions in the urban districts in question. Sim-
416 ilarly, there is wide recognition today that energy is not just a technical
417 matter, but a socio-technical one. Energy behaviour—such as the much-
418 discussed rebound effect, and even ‘prebound effect’ (Sunikka-Blank and
419 Galvin 2012)—is increasingly in focus; many energy-efficiency programmes
420 are not achieving the calculated results due to behavioural factors. Poorly
421 chosen solutions may result in high energy use due to such factors despite
422 being technically very efficient. This signals the need for a major shift in
423 energy-policy approaches, to a better balance between the technical and
424 sociological aspects; again a question of cross-disciplinary understanding
425 and integration.

426 Defining Comfort

427 Third, indoor environment and thermal comfort are defined in differing
428 ways. It is well known that ‘advanced’ norms and standards, such as those of
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429the World Health Organisation (WHO) or the American Society of
430Heating, Refrigerating and Air-Conditioning Engineers (ASHRAE), most
431of which were developed in the West, are not always applicable in hot
432climate cultures—where higher temperatures and humidity may be per-
433ceived as comfortable (Wang et al. 2010). Those are ‘high end’ norms,
434which imply high energy use and will, in addition, be unrealistically costly to
435achieve in many developing country contexts. Given the lack of resources in
436much of the Asian context, if we insist on absolute norms then the poor are
437likely to stay as hot and uncomfortable as they are for many years to come.
438In the poorer cities or typical slum contexts, which have neither energy
439access nor money, our primary goal should rather be a pragmatic one: to
440improve indoor (as well as outdoor) thermal conditions significantly, but
441without added costs; not necessarily to achieve the unrealistic goal, at least
442in the short term, of absolute standards or absolute reductions in climate
443emissions.

444RESEARCH AND THE REAL WORLD

445Finally, there exists a large body of scientific and research literature on cities
446and urban energy. However, many of the specialist scientific publications
447are not open access and are seldom read outside academic circles. Knowl-
448edge on passive cooling has been around for several decades but is seldom
449being applied in contemporary city planning. This underlines a frequent
450disconnect between research and reality. Much research is very theoretical
451too, whereas there are quite simple principles and solutions available,
452requiring little more than awareness and knowledge, which can be applied
453today by city authorities and planners. Hence the need for a pragmatic
454approach; ideal solutions are seldom attainable in the real world of cities.
455The need is not so much for technical innovation as for dissemination and
456delivery of tried and known solutions.
457We now turn to nine selected case studies across the hot climate zones of
458Asia, three on each level of micro, meso and macro considerations towards
459cooler cities.
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